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FAN HEATER
Model: OR-FH05B

   ENGLISH          GB

220V-240V   50Hz   1000W/2000W
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DEAR CUSTOMERS!
MANY THANKS FOR BUYING ORION FAN HEATER!

We really believe you will get the greatest pleasure from using this device for the years!

Please, read the user’s guide in detail before first using of this ceramic fan heater.

CAUTION

1. Before use, please inspect the power and socket capacity if it is in line with this machine
(16A/220V)

2. No cover when use.
3. Do not put it under the socket.
4. Do not use in the flammable and explosive gas environment. Do not put it hear it.
5. Do not put stick or other object in it lest touch the power and damage the machine.
6. Child and losing consciousness control should be taken care by grown-up then operate.
7. Provided machine part has not used for a long time you should unplug the power socket

and take off the switch.
8. Do not use in the bath room.
9. Caution: outer shell can be heated during use. If it was heated higher than safety

installment, it would cut-off.
10. Please open cool wind for 3 minutes before stop it. In order to keep it durable.
11. When you get trouble, don't repair and please sent it the pointed authorization service and

repair it professional.

PARTS

1. Constant temperature control knob

2. Indicator light

3. Function adjust knob

4. Plastic outer shell

OPERATION

1. Insert the plug into the socket, put on the power and indicator light is showed. The machine
is ready.

2. Turn the  constant temperature knob  to  the max position clockwise (to the bottom)
3. Turn the function adjust knob to "     "switch then cool wind is out.
4. Turn "Function adjust knob" to "I" switch then warm wind is out its frequency is 1000W.
5. Turn "Function adjust knob" to "II" switch then warm wind is out and its frequency is 2000W.
6. Turn "Function adjust knob" to "o" switch. Then it stops works and be ready.

CONSTANT TEMPERATURE CONTROL

When room temperature is up to pointed temperature it will keep air temperature at fixed level
by on/off: During use you can get ideal temperature by it. First turn it to the max position
(clockwise to turn until the knob stop). Once   feel   com   comfort   for   air   around   then     turn
it (anticlockwise) until it closes. The constant temperature can keep air.
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SAFETY DEVICE

In order to avoid damage and danger because of high temperature, it is equipped with hot
temperature protect device. When the heating setting is too hot and it can cut off automatically.
If it happened
- Turn Function adjust Knob to "O"
- Pull out the plug.
- Make it cool 5-10 minutes
- Turn it on again

MAINTENANCE

1.    Turn function adjust knob to "O" switch and turn off the power.
2.    Pull out the plug
3.    Make it cool down.
4.    Rub it with clean water and medium detergent; do not splash the mater into it.
5.    Do not rub with gasoline, acid and alkali, in order to avoid fade and damage appearance.
6.    When it is stored, it should be cooled and put in the box and in a dry, ventilation place.

TECHNICAL DATA

Voltage:               220V-240V~ 50Hz
Power:                1000W/2000W

Extra information on ORION company web-site www.orion.ua
We take your opinion and offers by E-mail support@orion.ua
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